How Cuba stood with Africa

In mourning the death of Fidel Castro was felt deeply by many Africans, as the late leader contributed to the liberation of many of them from colonialism and colonial exploitation. He stood in solidarity with liberation struggles. The death of former Cuban president Fidel Castro was felt deeply by many Africans, as the late leader contributed to the liberation of many of them from colonialism and colonial exploitation. He stood in solidarity with liberation struggles.

In 1994, Cuba has, therefore, been the backbone of South Africa’s liberation struggle, especially in the anti-apartheid struggle for liberation and independence. The strong political and social relations between Cuba and South Africa are significant. They were forged in the common fight against apartheid’s South African Defence Force at the battle of Cuito Cuanavale in southern Angola in 1988. In 1999, the SABC commemorated 25 years since South Africa’s liberation and independence. The death of Fidel Castro was mourned in South Africa.

Cuba has, therefore, been the backbone of South Africa’s liberation struggle. In 1994 and opened up for trade and dialogue between South Africa and Cuba. In addition, Cuba has, therefore, been the backbone of South Africa’s liberation struggle. There are over 30 bilateral agreements as well as the strong political and social relations between Cuba and South Africa.